
A
web search of the
word ‘fantasy’ pro-
vides its literal
meaning which is

'situations that are not true,
that you just imagine’. The
Missile Man of India, APJ
Abdul Kalam had laid em-
phasis on dreaming to the
extent of what seems un-
achievable by quoting,
“Those who dare to imagine
the impossible are the ones
who break all the human

limitations.” He had put for-
ward his opinion over this
argument in order to drive
ones mindset towards the
stairs of success.

The following queries
have no debate and are quite
fathomable.

Are dreams caged behind
bars? Do they hamper ones
identity? Do people require
an approval for something to
dream of ? 

It'd be not untrue to state

that in today's era, the living
souls find themselves pris-
oned amid materialistic
gains. They are observed be-
ing crystal clear in their in-
tentions to compete in the
race they participated in long
ago, though their victory
stands uncertain as its end
doesn't seem near.

People have put their in-
valuable lives on a pause by
doing away with the adven-
tures which are healthy for

their heart. They've stopped
dreaming meaningful. Doz-
ing off with a heavy head
tends the stress hormone to
release in a person's body
which compels them to not
have sound sleep and wake
up dizzy.

Fantasies are etched in
our brain neurologically. How-
ever, they are left unconsid-
ered often. Dreaming demands
nothing but your vision.

Bhavya Aggarwal, class XI,

Maharaja Agrasen Model

School, Pitampura, Delhi

F
or this year's board exams, the CBSE
announced a two-term schedule with
a 50 per cent syllabus for grades 10
and 12. Now the second term will be
subjective and the syllabus is differ-

ent from that of the first term. Due to the new
exam format and syllabus, students have ar-
rived at the beginning of the exam period. This
has caused a stress and unrest among them.

Apart from it, there are some pupils who be-
lieve that learning English can be done in a mat-
ter of hours. It is a misconception since Eng-
lish, like other disciplines, has a 100-point ques-
tion paper and requires strategic preparation.
It is a scoring subject that can increase the to-
tal percentage if properly prepared and decrease
the percentage if not properly prepared.
Here are a few proven and true strategies for 
achieving more than 95 per cent in English: 
Students must establish good reading habits if
they hope to do well on comprehension passages.
Always remember to put yourself in the ques-
tion/character when answering writing sec-
tion questions. It indicates that you must imag-
ine yourself in the circumstances described
in the question, ponder it, and then come to a
conclusion. The examiner will be compelled

to award you marks because it will be inno-
vative and emotive.
Keep in mind that answering a question with
more than the allotted word count will result

in both a loss of points and a loss of time. It's
easier to make grammatical mistakes if you
write much. So write precisely and neatly.
Another important instruction is to make
paragraphs in the compositions. Paragraphs
are used to help your reader follow the logic
of your argument, to emphasise an important
point or to indicate a significant transition be-
tween points.
The only way to get a high score in the gram-
mar section is to practice as much as possible.
Many pupils struggle with this area. Do as many
illustrative documents as you possibly can do.
Also, try chapter-specific questions to help you
focus on certain areas like tense,voice,and speech.
It is vital to study the CBSE textbooks thor-
oughly in order to understand the theme of
the lessons. There are no hard and fast rules
when it comes to questions from the lessons.
Keep in mind the characters' full names as well
as the author's. In order to answer a question
correctly, you need to use the same tense as
the question itself. What you say must be rel-
evant and to the point.
Broadly speaking, the evaluation criteria are
used to evaluate relevant content, grammati-
cal accuracy and fluency.
Finally, in order to succeed, you will need to
devote a significant amount of time and effort
to learning to write well in exam. You can
achieve tremendous results quickly if you de-
vote yourself intensely. Try to stay focused and
improve certain parts rather than frantically
attempting to catch up with everything at once.

SWATI JAIN, PGT English, 

Mount Olympus School, Gurgaon 

Can we continue fantasising?
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It’s not just a place where you get to learn Einstein’s Theory of
Relativity. It’s also a place where you can think beyond the
classroom. Hence we say, SCHOOL IS COOL!
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Strategy to score 
good grades in English

M
ount St Mary’s
School, Delhi
Cantt held the
‘39th Bro Bergin

Memorial Music Meet’, a plat-
form for the budding musi-
cians of various schools in
and around Delhi to show-
case their talent and share
their love for music, virtual-
ly this year.

Over the years, the ‘Bro
Bergin Music Meet’ has be-
come an abiding testament to
unity in diversity as it brings
together schools from every
corner of Delhi and the NCR.
More importantly, the thirty-
nine years that the Bro Bergin

Memorial Music Meet has
been in existence, is an abid-
ing testimony to its populari-
ty, universal appeal and spir-
ited promise for the future.

This year, students from
16 schools participated in the

event which comprised of 37
performances in Indian and
Western. Eminent personali-
ties from the world of music
judged the virtual pro-
gramme. The judges were en-
thralled by the mesmerising
renditions by the budding mu-
sicians. The much awaited re-
sults of the competitions were
declared online.

I
t is universally acknowledged that
arts play a seminal role in  holistic
education.Gurudev Rabindranath
Tagore was the first to emphasise

this, saying that the arts are the key to
the all-round development of the indi-
vidual for harmonious adjustment to
reality. At Tagore International
School, Vasant Vihar, enhancing the
artistic potential inherent in each child
has always been a guiding principle.

Recently the students of classes
VI, VII and VIII showcased their cre-
ative journey during this session in a
series of lively online events. Students
of painting, theatre, Indian music West-
ern music and public speaking were

delighted to be able to display some of
the skills they have honed over the
course of this academic session. After
a ‘Ganesh vandana’, there were trib-
utes to Birju Maharaj and Lata
Mangeshkar, quizzes on artists, and
art forms, musicians and genres of mu-
sic, there was an online creative ac-
tivity for the painting students; with
colourful and joyful expressions of
their aesthetic sensibilities.

The theatre students called their
segment ‘Pitaara’, with short plays re-
flecting the students’concerns with con-
temporary issues as well as lighter skits
based on the ever popular Akbar and
Birbal stories.

A
SSNN MMaayyuurr VViihhaarr’’ss Lower
primary wing PW stu-
dents of class I-C con-
ducted an e-assembly on

the theme ‘Rethink Plastic: Save
our oceans to celebrate the
World Wetlands Day and highlight
the importance of water bodies
like lakes, oceans, and wetlands. 

The students raised aware-
ness through a talk support-
ed by visuals about role of
oceans and wetlands in

increasing water tables reducing
global heating, pollution and
supporting biodiversity. The
audience was mesmerised by
beautiful dance and sing per-
formances by the students
where they spread the message
of collective responsibility of
individuals to conserve and pro-
tect earth. 

A skit on plastic monster by
students showed the menace of
plastic and how oceans and

wetlands are converted in to
garbage sites. The students
sensitised the audience about
adoption of 3Rs in our lifestyle
and how saying no to single use
plastic can help create a better
and clean environment.
Principal Luthra applauded the
efforts of young student in cre-
ating awareness on such perti-
nent issues. Wing In charge Dr
Rawat said that our collective
drive and actions can definitely
bring a positive change and
help save the oceans and the
fragile wetlands.

World Wetlands Day

SIMRAN KAUR, class X-B, Shaheed
Bishan Singh Memorial Sr sec
school, Mansarovar Garden

Art pursuits at Tagore
International School

BERGIN MUSIC MEET The world is in a state of conflict. World leaders are
imposing sanctions on Russia and people are doing
what they can to support Ukraine. While all this is

happening, a question arises- could all of this have been
avoided? Is warfare the inevitable answer to disagreement
between nations? The greed for power, authority and be-
ing willing to suppress anything that's against one's be-
lief is often the reason and especially right now, for caus-

ing bloodshed. Humanity is greater than this, fra-
ternity should always remain superior to base-
less and ruthless violence. All of what's happen-
ing today, could have been prevented if the peo-

ple in command were inclined towards peaceful, diplo-
matic dialogue instead of impulsive decisions. War has
consequences that will benefit no nation, no man. Albeit
disagreements and disputes cannot be avoided, vi-
olence and loss of life, can be. To sum up my case,

a quote from ‘The Art of War’ by Sun Tzu-
‘The greatest victory is that which re-
quires no battle.’
Twisha Karra, class X, Fr Agnel Multipurpose
School And Jr College,
Ambernath West

For as long as we exist as nations, for when we sew
the flags together, to ask; will the borders still bleed?
Turn away for moments of justified hopes and ex-

pectations for humanity to exist together, mercifully; I
ought to bring you the colder flip of the coin. Humans
will continue to wage wars for as long as we exist with
differences.

No, it won't be for we are different; no. But because we
realise there's a disparity. Having dis-
tinct land and resources, variance val-
ue systems and environment will al-
ways cause a confrontation, which can't be solved by non-
rooted establishments of "respecting each other" or 'diplo-
matic relations'. We've failed at this couple before for ob-
trusive reasons. Now, wars also exist beyond heavy blades
and dusty rifles, we've grown to destroy with the incon-
spicuous; take biological wars or cyber war-

fare for example. Wars will exist for as long
as we feel human sentiments; borders will

bleed and how do I hope still we wel-
come true goodwill on our ground
of humanity to soak up finally
the now red mud.

Kritika Agrawal, FYJC Arts, Jai Hind College

FOR AGAINST

CAN WARS BE AVOIDED TOTALLY ?

T
ravelling in covid times has picked up a
new meaning. So many procedures, pre-
cautions and measures add to the expe-

rience of travelling today. Not so recently, I
had visited my hometown in Vijayawada,
Andhra Pradesh. The usual chaos and queues
at the airport was now a much more calm,
organised affair. Because school was fortu-
nately online, I didn't have to miss it. We
went to my native place, a beautiful, serene
village on the banks of river Krishna. The
place is truly picture perfect, with tall
coconut trees and vast, green farms, untime-
ly rains, minimalistic churches, vibrant and
bright temples, the
village will always
remain one of
the homeliest
places for me. We
then left for the city
side to visit my
cousins. Vijayawada is
a surprisingly
urbanised city, noth-
ing short of a high-status metropolis.
Though this was a place we visit often, step-
ping outside after a long while and travelling
together again in these circumstances, was a
different experience altogether.  

Twisha Karra, class X, Fr Agnel Multipurpose
School And Jr College, Ambernath West

HISTORIC VIJAYAWADA

India; the motherland
of millions
Home to billions
We call her our 
motherland
As we admire this land

Gifted with history
One day evolved 
the IVC
In the Vedic Age called
Saptasindhu
The land of seven
rivers
Indus, Jhelum, Beas,
Ravi, Sutlej, Sarasvati,
Chenab
Centuries with strife
Always ending 
with peace
Flourishing with life

Hinduism the 
main religion

But there are Chris-
tians, Muslims, Jains,
Buddhists and more
Ethnically diverse
Tamils, Punjabis, Gu-
jaratis, Bengalis 
and more
Thousands of
languages
Hindi, Bengali,
Marathi, Kannada 
and more

Astronomy and 
mathematics
Philosophy and science
Always fascinating
And creating

Everyone is different
But they are united
As they are one
Under the tricolour
All stand

Against the enemy
Unity in diversity
Always filled with
tranquility
Our nation

Freedom fighters
Holding lamps
Emitting hope and har-
mony
Fighting for the nation
Mahatma Gandhi
Leading the pacifists
Against the 
imperialists
To free our land
Father of the Nation

Blessed with natural
beauty
Filled with animals
With tall and 
stunning trees
Small but significant

plants
Dense and lush forests
Everywhere there is
greenery
Surrounded by moun-
tains
Hindu Kush, Karako-
ram and Himalayas
Western and 
Eastern Ghats
Spectacular landscapes

Magical and mystical
Chimerical and 
fantastical
This is India
Land of mysteries
And of unity
In diversity
Home to billions
Motherland of millions

AGASTYA SHARMA, 
class VI-J, Kulachi Hansraj,

Ashok vihar

Motherland of millions



Q1:
Which of the following
country has never won the

U-19 Cricket World Cup title?
a. New Zealand

b. South Africa

c. West Indies

d. England

Q2:
When did the South African
team first participate in

the World Cup after the Apartheid
ban was lifted?        
a. 1990

b. 1987

c. 1994

d. 1992

Q3:
Who won Tour de France
2021? 

a. Jonas Vingegaard

b. Tadej Pogacar

c. Richard Carapaz

d. Jasper Philipsen

Q4:
How many times has
Roger Federer been in a

Wimbledon final? 
a. Eight

b. Fourteen

c. Twelve  

d. Five

Q5:
Shreyas Iyer made 204

runs without being

dismissed in three innings. Who is

the only other players who has

made more runs in a T20I series

without being dismissed?

a. David Warner   b. A B DeVilliers

c. Chris Gayle   d. Virat Kohli

Q6:
What is the title of hockey

legend Major Dhyanchand’s

autobiography?       

a. Goal

b. Hockey Ground

c. My Hockey Life

d. Me & My Hockey

Q7:
How many countries have

hosted the FIFA World Cup

so far? 

a. 5   b. 16   c. 17   d. 8

Q8:
Which country hosted the

most number of the

Commonwealth Games?

a. New Zealand

b. Canada

c. Australia

d. United Kingdom

Q9:
Who was the captain of the

Indian Men’s National hockey

team in 1928 when it won its first gold

medal at the Amsterdam Olympics?

a. Lal Shah Bokhari 

b. Jaipal Singh Munda 

c. Dhyan Chand

d. Kishan Lal
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QUIZ TIME!

ANSWERS: 1. a. New Zealand   2. d. 1992

3. b. Tadej Pogacar   4. c. Twelve  

5. a. David Warner   6. a. Goal   

7. c. 17   8. c. Australia

9. b. Jaipal Singh Munda

Shreyas

Iyer

S
outh Africa outwitted
and outplayed New
Zealand in a crushing
198-run second Test vic-
tory in Christchurch on
Tuesday to draw the
two-match series 1-1.

New Zealand, facing a record
fourth-innings chase of 426 to win,
were all out for 227 eight balls after
tea on the final day. It completed a
remarkable turnaround for South
Africa who read the conditions far
better than New Zealand after being
thrashed by an innings and 276 runs
in the first Test on the same ground.

RISK PAYS OFF
Captain Dean Elgar set the tone

when he became the first captain to
win the toss and bat first at Hagley
Oval, demanding his side “front up”
after that humiliation and they
obliged. “It paid off for us. I am one
for taking risks. This is a big one in
terms of playing well away from
home,” he said. “We needed to rise
up and level the series. We have
shown in the past that we have a lot
of character in the team.” In terms
of South African Test victories “it
ranks quite high,” he added.

A century by Sarel Erwee laid
the base for a first innings 364, Kag-
iso Rabada took five for 60 as New
Zealand folded 71 in arrears and an
unbeaten 136 from Kyle Verreynne
in the second innings tightened the
clamp on New Zealand.

A disappointed New Zealand cap-
tain Tom Latham, who saw the chance
of a history-making first series win
over South Africa slip away, put the
blame on his batsmen. “Our blueprint
is about putting a big first innings
score on the board, if we were able to
do that things might look slightly dif-
ferent,” he said. “Unfortunately we
were not able to build partnerships
in the first or second innings.”

SALVAGE
ATTEMPTS FAIL
New Zealand started the final day

at 94 for four and while Devon Con-
way and Tom Blundell were at the
crease they held hope they could sal-
vage a draw. But it was a forlorn hope
and their 85-run partnership ended
shortly before lunch when Conway
went leg before wicket for 92.

New Zealand’s hopes of sal-
vaging a draw rose again at 227 for
nine when rain forced the players
from the field, but it was a brief
respite. The South African-born Con-
way, who averages a remarkable 63.91
from 12 innings, had added 32 to his
overnight 60 and was in sight of his
fourth Test century when Lutho
Sipamla claimed the wicket with a
pinpoint yorker.

Blundell pressed on with Colin de
Grandhomme and went to lunch look-
ing set on 44 only to be removed soon
after the resumption without adding
to his score. He mistimed striking a

short ball from Marco Jansen and
skied it to Temba Bavuma at mid-
wicket. It started a rich spell for
Jansen, who also took the wickets of
Colin de Grandhomme for 18 and Kyle
Jamieson for 12. Kagiso Rabada re-
moved Tim Southee and Keshav Ma-
haraj ended the match with Matt Hen-
ry lbw for nought.

DISAPPOINTING
FINISH 

It was a disappointing result for
New Zealand after their compre-
hensive win in the first Test and who
were searching for a first ever se-
ries win against South Africa. They
went into the Test with an un-
changed side, relying on a pace at-
tack and no spinner which has be-
come customary on the usually
emerald Hagley Oval wicket.

But South Africa noted the sec-
ond Test wicket was more khaki
than green, promoted left-arm spin-
ner Keshav Maharaj into the start-
ing eleven and he became a signifi-
cant point of difference. Maharaj
set the stage in the second innings
when he was introduced early and
bowled top-order batsmen Henry
Nicholls and Daryl Mitchell after
Rabada had claimed openers Lath-
am and Will Young. He then finished
off the Test with Henry’s wicket to
leave New Zealand yet again with-
out a series win over South Africa
after 17 attempts over 90 years. AFP

I
ndian shooting ace
Saurabh Chaudhary won
the gold medal in the

men’s 10m air pistol event,
opening the country’s account
in the year’s first ISSF World
Cup at Cairo on Tuesday.

The Asian Games gold
medallist shot 16 in the gold
medal contest to finish ahead
of Germany’s Michael
Schwald (6).

The bronze in the event
was bagged by Artem
Chernousov of Russia, whose
country’s flag was removed
owing to its involvement in
the ongoing conflict in
Ukraine.

The 19-year Saurabh, an
Olympian who also has a
Youth Olympic gold medal to
his name, was third in the
men’s 10m air pistol qualifi-
cation stage with a total of 584
points, making it through to
the elimination as one of the
top eight shooters.

He topped the final stage
relay 1 with a score of 38, mak-

ing it through to the medal
match, which was contested
by the last four shooters.
There he again topped with a
score of 42.5.

Esha Singh, Shri Nivetha
and Ruchita Vinerkar are rep-
resenting India in the 10m air
pistol women’s event.

Over 500 shooters from 60
nations are taking part in the
Cairo World Cup which has 20
medal sets on offer. PTI

Saurabh Chaudhary
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SAURABH CHAUDHARY
BAGS GOLD IN ISSF WORLD CUP 

Kyle Verreynne

Kagiso Rabada

I don’t count my situps. I only start counting once it starts hurting.

Muhammad Ali, American boxer
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N
ew Zealand’s hopes of defending

their World Test Championship suf-

fered a major setback with the

loss to South Africa. It was New Zealand’s

third defeat in six Tests over the past

three months, and their second at home.

A defeat in India in December was fol-

lowed by a shock first defeat to

Bangladesh at Mount Maunganui in

January before being outclassed by South

Africa at Hagley Oval.

New Zealand’s focus was on gaining World

Test Championship points to put them-

selves in a position to defend the title

they won last year. It leaves New Zealand

sixth in the nine-team standings with 28

Test Championship points from six Tests

while South Africa are fourth with 36 from

five matches.

With the teams ranked by the win percent-

age, Sri Lanka head the championship

table with two from two (100 percent),

followed by Australia (86.66 percent) with

four wins from five followed by Pakistan

with three from four for 75.00 percent.

England are bottom of the table having

lost six of nine Tests with two drawn for a

9.25 win percentage. 

TEST CROWN TEETERING 

Win by 198 runs to draw series and deny home

team history-making opportunity

Stay on Juve’s tail with one more game at hand in CL race

ATALANTA THUMPSAMP

A
talanta cruised past Samp-
doria 4-0 to keep pace with
Juventus in Serie A’s race
for the Champions League.
Mario Pasalic’s early

strike, goals in each half from Teun
Koopmeiners and Aleksei Miranchuk’s
late finish ensured that Atalanta stayed
three points behind Juve, who sit in
fourth after their win at Empoli on Sat-
urday. Gian Piero Gasperini’s side have
a game in hand which if they win would
move them above Juve, thanks to their
superior head-to-head record.

Breaking losing streak
A typically attack-minded display at

the Gewiss Stadium gave Atalanta just
their second win from eight Serie A
games played since the turn of the year,
ending a run of five league matches with-
out victory. It was also their first league
home win since the end of November,
their fourth in Bergamo all season.

Pasalic opened the scoring in the
sixth minute with a powerful header

which completely wrong-footed
Wladimiro Falcone in the Samp goal.

The Croatia international net-
ted his ninth league goal of

the season after re-
placing Ruslan Ma-

linovskyi just be-
fore kick-off.

K o o p m e i n e r s
added the second just
before the half-hour
mark when he slotted
home a calm finish
from Matteo Pessina’s
pass. And after

Francesco Caputo
missed two good

chances to put Samp back
in the game and had a goal

ruled out for offside, Nether-
lands midfielder Koopmeiners

made sure of the points for Atalanta
in the 61st minute. Russian Mi-
ranchuk rounded  off the scoring with
a superb individual goal with four
minutes remaining. AFP

NO CELEBRATIONS

◗ Russia international Aleksei Miranchuk held his

head down and didn’t celebrate after

scoring the final goal. Immediately after

the goal, Miranchuk held his hands up

to signify he wouldn’t celebrate and

was surrounded by teammates.

◗ In other circumstances,

Miranchuk’s goal would have been

worthy of quite a celebration,

because it was extraordinary. He

dribbled by four defenders _ diverting

some of them by shifting his view

across the field for an instant _ before

scoring from the edge of the area.

◗ Miranchuk is friendly with Ukrainian teammate

Ruslan Malinovskyi, who celebrated scoring in the

Europa League on Thursday by lifting his jersey to show

a message “No war in Ukraine’’ on his undershirt. 

Mario Pasalic
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